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1. Purpose of Report

1.1. This report advises members of the monitoring arrangements proposed in respect of the
Council's significant arms−length arrangements detailed separately on this agenda.

2. Background

2.1. As previously reported the Council's interests in a variety of external organisations requires
the Council to ensure each arms−length organisation's governance arrangements are capable
of addressing the Council's public accountability, service delivery and accounting
requirements.

2.2. In recent years, the Council' Policy & Resources Committee has considered various reports
outlining good practice arrangements for monitoring arms−length performance. Previous
reports worthy of note include:

Financial Monitoring Arrangements of ALEO's and Partners (26 June 2012) which
detailed processes, procedures and contacts for scrutinising the financial aspects of
the Council's arms−length arrangements, and;

Arms−length External Organisations − Development of Corporate Guidance (4 June
2015) which advised Committee of the Corporate Guidance now available to services
in respect of arms−length monitoring arrangements.

2.3. Following approval of Financial Monitoring Arrangements in June 2012, Finance & Customers
Services routinely reviewed the financial aspects of all arms length organisations, and
reported annually to Policy & Resources Committee that the majority of ALEOs satisfy the
Council's assurance requirements.

2.4. The Policy & Resources report in respect of the Corporate Guidance noted a requirement for
services with responsibility for oversight and monitoring of arms−length arrangements to
ensure effective implementation during 2015/2016. However, whilst work to deliver this did
commence as planned during the year, the priority of finalising the Council's 2016/2017
budget and savings options saw this delayed into 2016/2017.

2.5. In his Future Priorities of the Council and Delivery Model report to Policy & Resources
Committee (17 December 2015), the Chief Executive recognised the Council needs to
maximise the benefits received from operating its arms−length arrangements. To support this
objective a partnership unit, led by the Strategic Adviser for External Organisations, now has
responsibility for consolidating the performance management of all significant arms−length
arrangements.

2.6. Furthermore, and in line with the Council's Amendment to Scheme of Administration report
(March 2016), responsibility for performance management and governance of significant
arms−length bodies now rests with this committee.

2.7. Going forward therefore, all performance monitoring in respect of the arms−length bodies
noted in Appendix 1 of the previous report on this agenda will be reported to this ALEOs and
External Bodies Monitoring Committee. All reporting arrangements will reflect the Corporate
Guidance previously approved by Policy & Resources Committee in June 2015.



2.8. Members should note however that services currently responsible for contracts delivered
through arms−length bodies will continue to manage and maintain relationships, reporting to
service committees as appropriate, to ensure satisfactory service standards are achieved.

3. Proposed Monitoring Arrangements
3.1. The previously approved Corporate Guidance attached as Appendix I recognises thatarms−length

bodies are separate legal entities responsible for their own stewardship and
governance arrangements. Since the Council cannot apply its governance framework to these
bodies, it must gain the assurance it needs from regularly reviewing arms−length bodies
contractual, performance, financial and legal information.

3.2. In conducting monitoring roles reflective
guidance, nominated officers will review
budget proposals, management accounts,
performance against:

of sections 4.8 to 4.10 of the Corporate ALEO
arms−length information such as Business Plans,
and performance indicators to advise committee of

> Each entity's strategic and operational plans being in line with the Council's expected
aims, objectives and budgetary provision;

Council resources being used in a Best Value, affordable and sustainable manner;

Organisational decisions being in line with approved protocols and good governance
principles, and not presenting financial, service delivery or reputational risk or conflict
for the Council

3.3. Monitoring of arms−length performance needs to be proportionate to the scale of activity and
likely level of risk to the Council. In proposing the proportionate monitoring framework outlined in
Appendix 2, consideration is therefore given to the Council's level of influence and each
organisation's monitoring obligations, terms of reference, and business requirements.

3.4. In so doing, wholly−owned subsidiaries receiving Council support followed by the 33%
partnership stake−holdings have the greatest scope to expose the Council to financial, service
delivery or reputational risk. With a view to maintaining adequate oversight of public funds
spent and assisting members to determine whether services provided by these bodies are
consistent with the council's expectations, more frequent reporting to committee is
recommended for these organisations. Sample performance monitoring information in respect
of Culture NL Ltd is reported separately on the agenda for member consideration.

3.5. The performance monitoring framework outlined in Appendix 2 reflects committee's
consideration of key financial and operational information only. However, scope also exists for
committee to invite representatives of its arms−length organisations to present to them
information which demonstrates arms−length service delivery add value through for example
increased efficiency or improved outcomes. To this end, a schedule of ALEO attendance at
committee will be developed for member consideration in coming months.

4. Recommendations

4.1. Members are requested to:

a. note performance monitoring in respect of significant arms−length bodies will be reported to
this committee in accordance with the Council's Scheme of Administration and previously
approved Corporate Guidance;

b. note that performance monitoring arrangements proposed are proportionate to the scale of
activity and likely level of risk to the Council;

c. approve the arms−length Performance Monitoring Framework proposed within Appendix 2.
\

Strategic Adviser − External Organisations
Members seeking further information on this report should contact Mrs. Katrina Hassell, Strategic Adviser − External
Organisations on telephone number 01698 302235
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1. PURPOSE & BACKGROUND

1.1 The purpose of this guidance note is to inform Council services of the matters which must be

addressed when considering whether an Arm's−Length External Organisation (ALEO) is an
appropriate means for the Council to deliver services. This guidance further illustrates the

governance and monitoring arrangements expected in respect of ALEOs, and is designed to promote

and encourage best practice in the way ALEOs are set up and operated.

1.2 ALEOs may offer an alternative to more traditional 'in−house' or contract−based service delivery.

They often take the form of companies, trusts or partnerships and may also have charitable status.

They are 'arm's−length' because the Council retains a degree of control or influence, usually through

a funding agreement, and 'external' because they have a separate identity to the Council. ALEOs by

their nature are one step removed from Council control and, as a result, governance and financial

arrangements can be complex.

1.3 ALEOs are now an established part of local government in Scotland and play an increasing role in

service delivery. The main drivers for using ALEOs are to reduce costs or to improve services. ALEOs

may qualify for business rates relief, attract grants or may be able to trade to generate income.

However, it is not just about money. ALEOs may offer different and better ways of providing services

and can make services more accessible.

1.4 It is important that Council officers are clear about the anticipated benefits from using an ALEO to

deliver services. While the ALEO takes on responsibility for service delivery, the Council remains

responsible for ensuring that the ALEO uses the public funds properly and can demonstrate best

value. The Council is accountable for the funds used to deliver public services, regardless of the

means by which the service is delivered. I t is vital that the Council has accurate information regards

an ALEO's operations and financial standing as this provides an early warning of difficulties which

could lead to financial, operational or reputational risk.

1.5 This guidance applies to Services who are either considering setting up an ALEO or are currently

using an existing ALEO to deliver services or functions, and who have an expectation to regularly

assess whether the ALEO remains the best method of service delivery. I t is designed to promote

and encourage good practice in areas such as governance, financial monitoring, accountability and

performance. The guidance is informed by Audit Scotland's publication, "ALEOs − Are you getting

i t right?", published in June 2011 along with the findings of targeted follow−up work completed by

the Council's external auditors, Scott Moncrieff, during early 2014. Scott Moncrieff concluded in their

summary assessment that the Council's arrangements reflected "Basic and Better Practice." A

number of their recommendations focused on revisiting the Audit Scotland report to identify any
actions which remained relevant and the need to ensure greater consistency through the

development of formalised procedures especially in relation to performance monitoring, risk

management, governance arrangements and contingency plans I exit strategies. This guidance note

specifically addresses this recommendation.



1.6 The term ALEO is used collectively in this guidance note to reflect a range of legal entities and

funding arrangements where the Council has an interest. Broadly, the list of current ALEOs working

alongside the Council is attached at Appendix One. Voluntary and community organisations in

receipt of grant funding or funding awarded under a Service Level Agreement are not covered by

this guidance.

2. SETTING THE SCENE

2.1 An ALEO is an arm's−length external organisation that is separate from the local authority but

subject to local authority control or influence. ALEOs do not operate within the traditional Council

structure, but the Council remains responsible for the public money spent and quality of service

delivered through the ALEO. Public funds and assets may also move from the direct control of the

Council to the control of the ALEO. This can range from relatively small sums or, where an ALEO

manages an entire service, large−scale payments and asset transfers.

2.2 To enable the Council to satisfy these responsibilities, Service Agreements (may also be known as
Funding Agreements) with ALEOs must be prepared. An individual Service Agreement is a legal

document setting out what is expected from the arrangement, the money and resources provided,

the accounting and audit requirements and the expected returns. I t specifies the level and

conditions attached to funding, governance, service delivery and performance monitoring and

reporting arrangements in place between the Council and the ALEO. In summary, the Service

Agreement should include:

Clearly defined objectives;

• Policies reflecting the Council's practices and standards;

• Roles and responsibilities (for both the Council and the service provider);

• Clear performance targets;

• Clear monitoring arrangements (including what information is to be supplied and when);

• Escalation arrangements (which may be required if the service provider is not meeting the

requirements of the agreement); and,

• Criteria for withholding funding or terminating the ALEO.

2.3 An illustration of the provisions which should be included in a Service Agreement is attached as
Appendix Two. Individual Service Level Agreements may also be developed between the Council and

the ALEO within the overarching Service Agreement. These set out the nature and level of any
specific services or functions which the Council will provide to the ALEO − for example financial, ICT

support, payroll, communications and marketing.

2.4 ALEOs are deemed to be an extension or part of the Council, and there are potential reputational

risks to the Council from its relationship with the ALEOs. There is a risk service users and the public



have less input and influence over how services are provided. ALEO arrangements also give rise to

potential for conflicts between the interests of the Council and the ALEO. Under an arm's−length

arrangement, the delivery of a service or activity becomes the responsibility of a separate

organisation. As such, the Council loses direct control over the day−to−day management of the

service, however, it remains accountable for how public money is spent and the quality of services

delivered. This association also means that there are ongoing financial and reputational risks for the

Council if things go wrong. The Council should be risk aware but not risk averse: the "following the

public pound" principles continue to be a basis for sound governance of ALEOs. The principles of

transparency, integrity and accountability apply to the Council in their decisions on spending public

money.

2.5 The Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting requires the Council to consider its interests in

all types of entities, including ALEOs, in the annual accounts as a Note to the Group Accounts.

2.6 Table 2.6.1 provides an overview of service delivery options, and the potential advantages and

disadvantages attached to each model.

Overview of service delivery options and their potential advantages / disadvantages

iDiFt ly Imanaged Councullunfluenced 1 ontracted]IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Council ALEO Independent suppliers

• Flexible to service • Clear identity and service • Demonstrate best value
changes focus − more independent through the competitive

• Opportunities for joint of Council decisions bidding process
working across • Scope for more responsive • Use existing commercial
departments decision making expertise & economies of

• Use of prudential • Opportunities to attract scale
C borrowing external investment • Long term contracts can

• Strong elected member Potential cost and business allow stable funding
support & influence rates / tax advantages • No direct management /

responsibility, some risks

−
transferred

−−.−=−−.. . −−−−. . J•1
Risk of competing political • May lose links with other • Procurement costs may be

or budget priorities Council services high and contracts lack

• Potential restrictive • Set up costs may be high flexibility
Council terms and central • May lack a clear test to • Risk of focus on generating
costs demonstrate best value profit at the expense of

• May lack a clear test to • Potential risks remain with service delivery
!.. demonstrate best value the Council (e.g. • Loss of potential tax

rn governance & trading) savings

• Tax advantages may be
withdrawn

Table 2.6.1
(Source: Audit Scotland)



3. OPTIONS APPRAISAL

3.1 Decisions to establish or use an ALEO should be based on a robust options appraisal and sound

business case. Options appraisal is a tool that helps to inform decision−making. At the outset the

objectives of any options appraisal process must be clearly defined. Potential objectives may include:

Providing services in a different way to better meet the needs of residents or service users;

• Making existing services more effective; or,

Generating savings to provide resources for other services.

3.2 When deciding on the objectives, it is essential to ensure that the possible outcomes will remain

consistent with the Council's Corporate Plan and other strategic policy objectives. I t is also essential

to assess the impact of using an ALEO on service users and citizens in general. I t is good practice to

set out a clear reporting framework at the start of the options appraisal. Regular reporting on

progress should be built into the process, so that senior officers and elected members are kept

informed.

3.3 Options appraisal needs to be resourced properly to ensure that it works well. This involves devoting

the appropriate time, money, skills and experience to ensure that sound decisions are made.

Consideration should also be given to whether or not the Council has the necessary skills and

expertise in−house to carry out the appraisal.

3.4 Services are required to apply options appraisal methodology when considering a new ALEO

arrangement or assessing an existing arm's length service delivery vehicle. I t is essential that

information such as current performance, cost and demand be reflected within the business case.

3.5 A clear business case will also include a summary of the options being considered and analysis done

so far, setting out the relative merits of the options clearly. I t should also provide an assessment of

whether the proposal is worthwhile and clearly communicate conclusions and recommendations.

3.6 Wherever possible the options appraisal process should align with the Council's planning and

budgeting timetables, so that any important decision on service delivery can inform and be informed

by these processes.

3.7 Further information on options appraisals is available from the Audit Scotland report, "Options

Appraisal: Are You Getting it Right?" published in March 2014.

4. GETTING I T RIGHT FROM THE START (Refer to Appendix 3)

4.1 In addition to the finance regime in place between the Council and the ALEO, there is also scope for

the Service Agreement to cover other aspects to ensure that business practices and standards

expected in the direct delivery of services are observed by ALEOs in spending public money.

4.2 Best Value requires the Council to make the best use of the resources available. This includes

identifying the best way of delivering services. This requires an understanding of the options



available including in−house provision, partnership and contracting options. I t follows that the

Council should be able to demonstrate the benefits of any decision to create an ALEO, or to continue

service provision through an existing ALEO.

4.3 Having good−quality information on costs that allows valid comparisons between the options is

essential. A clear understanding of service users and communities' needs is also essential to ensure
that any potential impact on them as a result of changing the way the service is delivered is fully

understood and acceptable to the Council.

4.4 Governance is about clear direction and control. I t is important that the Council demonstrates strong

leadership, effective community engagement and robust scrutiny. Delivering projects or services

through an ALEO is likely to make governance arrangements more complex. However, the same
principles of good governance apply. Strong governance arrangements require to be in place to

ensure that ALEOs contribute effectively to the delivery of the corporate objectives and priorities.

The following questions should help to clarify understanding about why the Council is establishing or
continuing to use an ALEO arrangement:

. Are we clear about our overall expectations of the ALEO?

. How well do we understand the financial commitment and risks flowing from the decision to set

up and support the ALEO?

. How do we ensure that governance arrangements in the Council and the ALEO are sound and

that those with an active role receive adequate training and advice?

• How will we safeguard our interests such as assets and other resources made available to the

ALEO?

• How will we know how well the ALEO is performing through our scrutiny of both service and

financial performance?

4.5 Where governance works well, it can provide important links between the Council and the ALEO, and

can help ensure that the board acts in the interest of the Council as a major shareholder. I t also

recognises the importance of the Council's community leadership role, and provides an opportunity

for the Council representatives to ensure the ALEO is being properly run and that the Council funds

are being used effectively. Maintaining transparency is a key objective of good governance.

4.6 In agreeing funding arrangements, the Council should consider conditions for the ALEO that align

with their own legal requirements and policies, including the Council's strategic aims reflected in the

Corporate Plan and North Lanarkshire Partnership's Community Plan I Single Outcome Agreement

(SOA). As a minimum, they shouldaddress:−•

Equalities.

• Sustainability.



. Recruitment and Employment Practices.

Data Protection and Handling.

. Freedom of Information.

. Standards and Behaviour.

• Arrangements for engaging with citizens and service users.

(Source: Audit Scotland)
The Council Officer Role

4.7 Statutory officers in the Council have specific duties as set out in legislation, and discharge their role

as part of wider responsibilities. They have an important, independent role in promoting and

enforcing good governance and for making sure that the Council complies with relevant legislation.

Consistency of standards and transparency in financial activities are essential. In this context,

CIPFA's view is that the statutory role of the chief financial officer does not stop at the boundaries of

the local authority but extends into its partnerships, devolved arrangements, joint ventures and

companies in which the authority has an interest. To enable statutory responsibilities to be met, the

Council must set clear objectives in respect of services being delivered through ALEOs, and put

appropriate monitoring systems in place, including tailored performance indicators. Services must

maintain an overview of how well ALEOs are meeting their objectives, but are not required to

participate in the ALEOs monitoring of detailed day−to−day operational issues. Services should have

mechanisms in place to identify and act on under−performance, including trigger points to review the

delivery agreement.

4.8 Where services are delivered via an ALEO, a designated Contract Monitoring Officer should be

identified to manage and maintain the relationship and working arrangements with the ALEO. As

these officers are not board members, they can protect the Council's interests without any potential

conflict of interest. The officers have a monitoring role and attend company or board meetings as
observers. These link officers should be sufficiently senior to highlight significant risks to the Council

and to ensure that appropriate action is taken.

4.9 The Council has delivered services externally through ALEOs for a significant number of years. The

Council understands, however, that there is the potential for a conflict of interest where officers or
elected members serve on an ALEO Board of Directors. Services should monitor potential conflicts of

interest and ensure arrangements are in place to deal with these. In addition Corporate Services

should monitor the frequency of any instances of members having to withdraw from Council decision

making due to a potential conflict of interest.

4.10 Officers appointed to ALEO Boards have difficult obligations to balance. They have a duty under the

Code of Conduct to act in the interests of the Council. However, at the same time, their company
director or trustee role requires them to act in the interests of the shareholders or trustees.

Notwithstanding these potential concerns, the Council supports the view that Directors on Boards of



ALEOs can generally balance their roles with the Council and the ALEO. Councillors or officers on the

Board of an ALEO have an important role in the governance of the ALEO, i.e. they can oversee how

the ALEO is managed and can provide important links between the Council and the ALEO to ensure
the Board acts in the interests of the Council as a major shareholder.

4.11 The Council's Legal and Democratic Service delivers training sessions on "Council Appointments to

Outside Bodies and ALEOs," as part of its Training and Development Programme, to assist those

involved in any capacity with ALEOs to obtain the necessary skills to undertake their duties

effectively. The course covers the following areas and reflects Audit Scotland recommendations:

Summary of the different types of external bodies and ALEOs;

Insurance and Indemnity;

• Charitable Trusts;

• Directors' duties under company legislation;

Registration of interest and potential conflict of interest;

• Health and safety;

• Data protection;

• Councillors Code of Conduct;

TECKAL Compliance;

• Wrongful trading and sanctions;

• Insolvency;

• Failure to file statutory returns;

Confidentiality;

• Participation, minutes and voting procedures; and,

• Some general rules and recommendations on good practice.

Performance & Risk

4.12 Performance management is the process of managing and improving activities using good

management information in areas such as service delivery, customer satisfaction, costs and risks.

Services should consider the performance monitoring arrangements prior to the ALEO being

operational including the development of tailored performance indicators, both financial and

operational, and set clear objectives for the services to be delivered through ALEOs. For example

indicators that demonstrate and measure the nature of the business, quality and level of services

provided, value for money, profitability and turnover, performance against targets, customer



satisfaction rates and customer care measures, employment practices, health and safety and staff

development, equality measures, environmental sustainability indicators. This illustrative list is not

exhaustive and the Service and ALEO are expected to develop a suite of indicators that meet both

parties' requirements.

4.13 The ALEO should have robust performance management systems in place which provide, at

specified intervals, clear and timely performance information that allows forward planning and

projections, enabling the ALEO to identify and effectively manage any areas where performance fails

to meet expectations and targets.

4.14 The Council's Internal Audit function may, as part of their annual work programme, identify a need

to examine the extent to which the Council's arrangements for overseeing and monitoring ALEOs are
sufficiently robust, and reflect most recent Audit Scotland recommendations and goad practice. The

findings of this audit activity, recommendations and appropriate management response are reported

to the Audit and Governance Panel.

4.15 Service delivery through ALEOs can involve greater risks. This can be due to more complex

governance structures, the financial environment in which they operate, or because of the type of

service they deliver. I t is important that the Council is risk aware, and has systems in place to

monitor and manage risks. This includes financial, technical, business, and legal risks. The Council

must also be aware that where ALEOs experience financial difficulties, they may be liable for any
losses incurred either as guarantors, or as a result of some other obligation. Councils should

consider the arrangements for performance monitoring before the ALEO is operational. Performance

monitoring should be proportionate to the scale of the activity and the risks involved, and should

include regular financial reporting and a review of the service outcomes.

4.16 The Council's Service based risk registers should reflect all services delivered by an ALEO and

identify any potential risks associated with the ALEO's failure to deliver in accordance with the

Service Agreement. Each ALEO should identify its own operational, financial, reputational, and

business continuity risks, and these should be clearly demonstrated through a Risk Register and

associated risk management arrangements. The particular risks will depend on the type and size of

the organisation, the level of funding, the type of service provided, and its customer group.

5. KEEPING I T RIGHT GOING FORWARD (Refer Appendix 3)

5.1 The principles of Best Value that apply to the Council equally apply to our own ALEOs and need to
be maintained. Councils with well−developed arrangements for overview of their ALEOs are better

placed to demonstrate Best Value in the way they use their resources. I t is essential that services
understand how ALEOs contribute to the Council's overall aims, and are clear regarding the risks and

levels of funding which are committed to them. The Council discloses its ALEO activities in the group
accounts, providing a clear picture of activities and liabilities, but Services must also advise the

relevant service committee of an ALEOs progress in achieving its key objectives.



5.2 Getting the set−up and related arrangements for ALEOs right from the start is vital, and it is equally

important to make sure that the arrangements remain fit for purpose and remain effective in

changing circumstances. The Council needs good−quality monitoring information of ALEO5 so they

are aware of their finances, risks and performance. Information should be current and accurate to

give early warning of any action required. The Council should periodically review their ALEOs to

ensure they remain the best option for service delivery, and to ensure effective governance is in

place.

5.3 Services should determine the trigger points for reviewing or terminating the delivery agreement,

building, for instance, periodic service review milestones into the Service Agreement and ALEO

performance management framework.

5.4 Business Continuity or Contingency Plans should also be developed by both the ALEO and the

Council. The Business Continuity Plan is an essential part of any organisation's response planning. It

sets out how the business will operate following an incident and how it expects to return to 'business

as usual' in the quickest possible time afterwards. At an operational level, the ALEO should prepare a
Business Continuity Plan setting out how it will respond to an incident, emergency or loss or threat

to normal service delivery caused by a potential range of scenarios. These may include for example:

IT systems failure; severe weather; restricted access to premises (e.g. caused by a gas leak); illness

amongst key staff or an epidemic; or loss of utility (gas, electricity, water). Business Continuity Plans

should be reviewed and updated regularly.

5.5 At a Council level, Services should develop Business Continuity Planning arrangements for functions

delivered by an ALEO or external provider, where that provider is no longer able to deliver services

and function in accordance with the Service Agreement and contractual obligations. The purpose of

the Business Continuity Plan is to ensure identified service priorities and standards are maintained,

should an event occur which directly affects existing service arrangements. Potential scenarios and

substitute service delivery arrangements should be developed and captured in the Business

Continuity Plan. Procedures to log the nature, implications and mitigating actions as a consequence
of the emergency should also be developed. Command and Command Support Teams should be

identified including, at a named level, the identification of all relevant officers, lines of command and

communication and individual specific responsibilities. Provision should also be made for adequate

resource requirements including access to offices, deployment of frontline staff and professional or
technical support. Timescales should also be identified covering when escalation or emergency
arrangements should be put in place, and the maximum duration or timescale for such emergency
operations to remain in force.

6. FURTHER SOURCES OF INFORMATION

6.1 The Audit Scotland report on ALEOs contains useful and practical guidance on arrangements

which should be in place to ensure that the Council can fulfil its accountability in terms of following

The Public Pound and for its continuing responsibility for service delivery.



6.2 In March 2011, the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR) published new guidance on the

issue of independence and control in Scottish charities, with particular emphasis on those charities

with close links to public bodies. The OSCR report, "Who's in Charge − Control and

Independence in Scottish Charities" provides useful guidance to assist elected members and

officers who are charity trustees. The guidance in these reports is complimentary and not in conflict.

6.3 "Business Continuity Planning − Guidelines and Toolkit" produced by Strathclyde

Emergencies Co−ordinating Group − 2009

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 The following recommendations covering the level and nature of provisions that should be

incorporated into legal documentation between the Council and its ALEO was developed by Legal

and Democratic Services in response to the Audit Scotland report, "Arm's−Length External

Organisations: Are you getting it right?"

. Ensure that the Council will be able to meet its obligations for accountability for public expenditure

and services.

• Regular financial and service reports to officers responsible for monitoring ALEO services.

• Regular financial and service reports to the Council and relevant committees.

• Ensure the Council (and Council authorised third parties) has access to ALEO financial records.

• Ensure the Council can meet its internal and external audit obligations.

• Ensure appropriate training for those appointed to ALEO boards.



APPENDIX ONE
NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

BODIES OF INTEREST

• North Lanarkshire Leisure Ltd

• Culture NL Ltd

• North Lanarkshire Properties LLP

• The Campsies Centre Cumbernauld Ltd

• Routes to Work Ltd

• Fusion Assets Ltd

• North Lanarkshire Municipal Bank Ltd

• Town Centre Activities Limited

• Strathclyde Partnership for Transport

• Strathclyde Concessionary Travel

• Lanarkshire Valuation Joint Board

• Environmental Key Fund

• West of Scotland European Forum

• Glasgow & Clyde Valley Strategic Development Planning Authority (Clyde Plan)

• Scotland Excel

• Glasgow and Clyde Valley Cabinet (City Deal)

• SEEMIS

• Mears Scotland LLP (33%)

• Amey Public Services LLP (33%)

• Saltire Facilities Management Ltd (33%)

• Walker Profiles Ltd (10%)



APPENDIX TWO
SERVICE AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE COUNCIL AND AN ALEO

INDICATIVE PROVISIONS AND CONTENTS

• Defined service levels, business practices and outcomes

• Provision for funding payments by the Council (the Authority)

• Services Fees − amounts and provisions relating to any adjustments

• Performance standards and performance reporting

• Process for annually agreeing service(s) specification, business objectives/plan, performance

standards and service fees for each financial year

• Change control procedure including provision for change in service specification

• Pricing

• Council representation and access

• Monitoring and review

• Provision for compensation and repayment

• Any further conditions or obligations

• Procedure for election / appointment / nomination to the Board of Directors

• Employment matters including TJJPE transfers and termination

• Leasehold properties

• Managed premises

• Force Majeure (unforeseeable circumstances that prevent someone from fulfilling a contract)

• Assurance regarding adequate provision for the management of risks

• Default, penalties and consequences of termination

• Provision by each party to charge interest on any sum due to the other party

• Subcontracting

• Rights to waiver and notice periods

• Partnership

• Duration of Agreement

• Ownership of Intellectual Property Rights

• Warranties

• Insurance requirements

• Personal data, Freedom of Information and public records

• Dispute resolution

• Rectification processes and procedures

• Publicity and Media Management Protocol

• Data sharing protocol

• Costs

• Provision to make any variations to the Agreement

• Governing law, annual accounts, audit and jurisdiction



APPENDIX THREE

GETTING I T RIGHT FROM THE START − KEY ACTION POINTS

• Observe the Accounts Commission/COSLA Code and other guidance to understand their

responsibilities and best practice when involved with ALEOs.

• Base any decision to set up an ALEO on sound options appraisal and feasibility assessments including

risks.

. Ensure that when they use an ALEO, it fits their priorities and policy objectives.

• Consider governance at the outset to ensure the Council and the ALEO caneffectively:−1.

Scrutinise performance & be held accountable;

2. Monitor costs, performance and risks; and,

3. Engage service users and citizens.

Clearly understand and set out the roles of boards, committees and the Council in the Articles of

Association or other constitutional documents.

• Set clear criteria for appointing representatives to the boards of ALEOs, their required skills and

experience and any payments.

Agree clauses to review or terminate the delivery arrangements at the outset, taking into account the

impact on services and their users, employees and assets.

• Are aware of how well Council objectives are being met by the ALEO.

• Undertake their management roles effectively, taking corrective action on any shortcomings or under

performance.

• Are risk aware and are satisfied that risks to the Council and the ALEO are identified and acted upon.

• Act quickly on potential conflicts of interest, including declaring interests and seeking advice.

• Take action to withhold funding or to review or terminate the agreement, particularly where services

or public money are at risk.

• Take action where the intended objectives of the ALEO are not being met, or diverge from Council

priorities.

• Periodically review their delivery arrangements to ensure the best use is made of resources and that

clear governance is in place

• Review or terminate ALEO5 that are no longer effective or contribute to the Councils aims.

• Ensure that they have the necessary skills and training to undertake their role.

(Source: Aud i t Scotland)
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APPENDIX FIVE

AUDIT SCOTLAND TOOLKIT FOR IMPROVING THE GOVERNANCE OF ALEOs

[fi−ow=welirdoe=sth−eTC−Uu—ncil tL—ateff.i−ctixeigq,kternan a d 'EcouniaDilitviisimaiiit7aifi−e−drw−0

Basic Practice Advanced Practice

1. How clear is the • The decision to set up • An overall statement of • Where services are
Council about an ALEO is within the purpose is expressed in delivered through
its reasons for Councils powers, key documents. ALEOs, the Council has
delivering follows an options • A regular review is a well−developed and
services appraisal for service undertaken to ensure soundly based strategy
through an delivery and is linked to that the services for service delivery
ALEO? its strategic aims provided by the ALEO which is clearly linked to

/policy. remain aligned with the the Council's wider
• The Council establishes Council's current strategic objectives and

from the start clear objectives, priorities.
limits to its • The Council identifies
involvement, a specific circumstances
timetable for achieving that will trigger a review
objectives and the of its involvement.
circumstances in which
the agreement will be
terminated.

2. How well does • The Council defines the • Before entering into an • Risk assessment
the Council nature of the financial agreement, the Council extends beyond
understand the relationship, its assesses risks and financial risks, e.g.
financial commitment to the documents the results. reputational risk.
commitment ALEO (shareholding, • Service Agreements are • The Council identifies
and risk to grant, loan, guarantee, in place to specify the specific governance,
which it is etc.) and contributions financial arrangements. finance and
exposed are not open ended in • A corporate register of performance indicators
through i ts amount or duration. all financial that give early warning
ALEOS? • There is a written commitments to ALEOs of potential problems

agreement about the allows the Council to and acts when required.
transfer of public assets assess its overall • Contingency plans are
which safeguard their commitment to its in place to ensure that
title and use ALEO5. service delivery is

• Minimum accounting maintained if the
and auditing agreement ends.
arrangements are
stated in the
agreement.



3. How effective • The Council stipulates • Targets (SMART) and • Monitoring extends

are the Council's how and at what methods of beyond financial and
arrangements intervals it intends to measurement are service performance to
for monitoring monitor financial and agreed and employment practices,
the financial and service performance. documented at the equality requirements,
service • The Council has start. purchasing policy and
performance of identified staff members • Monitoring reports sustainability.
the ALEOs, who will monitor the provide timely, good− • The Council receives
maintaining ALEOs performance. quality and accurate and scrutinises forward
accountability • The Council ensures its information about the plans. The Council
and for ensuring external auditors have ALEOs performance in takes a risk based
audit access? the right of access to delivering services and approach to monitoring

key records of the ALEO impact. and targets resources
and to any explanations • The Council scrutinises accordingly.
they consider necessary monitoring reports and • Where the Council is
from ALEO follows up where one of a number of
representatives, performance does not public organisations

• There are no significant meet agreed standards. involved in the ALEO, it
performance or financial • Council staff ensures that ALEO
concerns about the responsible for liaison and monitoring
ALEO that are not being monitoring the ALEO ALEO are co−ordinated.
actively managed. are suitably qualified, • The reasons for

clear about their role providing services
and are supported in it. through an ALEO, with

• Access rights for the impact clear in
internal and external reports to stakeholders,
audit are covered in including the public.the

agreement.
4. Where members • The Council has • Training and support is • The Council safeguards

or officers are considered the question provided to Council itself from risks
appointed to the of representation and is representatives so they incurred by members
board or clear about why it wants are clear about their and/or officials in their
equivalent of representation and is responsibilities to the dealings with the
ALEO5, how transparent in its Council and the ALEO. ALEO, e.g. liability
clear are they decision about which • The Council has a insurance.
about their role? members or officers will register of interests • Specialist training is

be involved and why. which records potential provided to members
• The Council has a clear conflicts of interest that and officers, e.g. on

policy for any payments may arise from company or trust law.
to board members. member or official Training continues over

• Members and officials involvement in the the period of the
are properly advised of ALEO. member / officer
their responsibilities to • Members and officials involvement and the
the Council and the are effective in impact of training is
ALEO, including performing their role as measured.
questions of declaration board members. • The Council reviews
of interest. They exhibit representation in
this understanding ALEOs, making
through their behaviour changes in light of
and performance. experience and

considers rotating
representation.



Arms−length External Organisations
Proposed Performance Monitoring Framework

Service Delivery and Financial Performance Information

Body of Significant Interest

Wholly owned Subsidiaries:

Culture NL Ltd

Fusion Assets Ltd

North Lanarkshire Leisure Ltd

North Lanarkshire Properties Ltd

North Lanarkshire Municipal Bank Ltd

Routes to Work Ltd

Town Centre Activities Ltd

The Campsies Centre Cumbernauld Ltd

Joint Ventures/Partners:

Amey Public Services LLP

Mears Scotland LLP

Saltire Facilities Management Ltd

Walker Profiles Ltd

Associate Companies:

Clyde Valley Residual Waste Partnership

Lanarkshire Valuation Joint Board

North Lanarkshire Joint Integration Board

Strathclyde Concessionary Travel

Strathclyde Partnership for Transport

Appendix 2

Frequency of Reporting to ALEO
Committee

Every Twice per
Committee year

Annually

'.1

'.1


